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Suggested Packing List 

 
Below is a list to assist you in packing for the trip to Israel: 

 

Clothing: 

D 9 days’ worth of clothing  

D Jacket/Raincoat | Temperatures in Israel fluctuate throughout the year and by 
location. Summers are hot and dry while winters are cool and rainy, and the north is 
much colder than the south. It is wise to bring a winter coat and a raincoat in winter. 
In the spring and summer, we recommend bringing a light jacket and/or raincoat. 

D Swimsuit | Some groups visit the Dead Sea, and some may be given the option to be 
baptized. 

D Modest clothing | Your tour guide will inform you if you are visiting “holy sites.” 
For holy sites, your knees and shoulders need to be covered.  

D Walking Shoes | Comfort is encouraged. Tennis shoes and hiking sandals are 
recommended for long days of walking and standing. Sandals are highly suggested at 
the Dead Sea and other possible sites with water. Jerusalem stone is slick, so good 
traction is ideal. Heels are not recommended. 

D Hat/Gloves | In the summer, a hat is highly recommended to help keep the sun at bay, 
especially in the desert. It could be very cold in some places in the winter, such as the Golan 
Heights or Jerusalem.
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Toiletries: 

D Contacts, contact solution, glasses, and sunglasses 

D Blow dryers should be available at the hotels. 

D Razors | Safety & straight razors are allowed in your checked baggage only. 

D Shampoo/Conditioner 

D Lotion, face wash, moisturizer 

D Sunscreen | Even in winter, the sun is intense in Israel. 

D Toothbrush and toothpaste 
 

Essentials: 
D Power converter | Israel uses a 220v current compared to America, which uses 120v.  

D Adapter | Israel has a different plug than America and uses the same two circle prongs 
used in Europe. Passages provides one adapter for each participant.  

D Passport & travel documents  

D Medication | Please bring all medication that you may need.  

D Bible  

D Journal  

D Sunglasses 

D Refillable water bottle  

D Phone & charger 

D Portable battery pack  
 
Carry-on luggage: 

While it is rare, there have been instances of checked bags being delayed for a few days during 
travel. Packing essentials and extra clothes in a carry-on are recommended for every Passages 
participant.  

D Medication  

D 2-3 days’ of clothes 

D Neck pillow 

D Jacket or hoodie  

D Toiletries 

D Headphones 

D Device chargers 


